Swimming pool
& Wellness Center

Drops of wellbeing

A real and typical village
Designed for relaxation and wellbeing at the Grand Palais Excelsior, historical
building of Limone Piemonte. Just as you come at “Le Village” you will be
transported into a new dimension: walking around springs, falls and clouds of
steam your good shape will be recovered.

“Le Village Spa”
Attain your wellbeing
in an authentic
mountain ambience

Water:
the essential element of wellbeing
A bright indoor swimming pool, highlighted with soft colours and
natural materials such as local stones will welcome you at the end
of your wellness programme.
Do not hesitate to dive! Strengthen your body by swimming “against
the stream”, or with the cervical blade, or with the delightful jet
of a geyser, and enjoy the sublime sound of underwater music,
the benefits of chromotherapy and a relaxing bath in a Jacuzzi.
Experience new delightful sensations!
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... steam bath ...

“The route
to wellbeing”
The “wet area” of “Le Village Spa” is
composed by finnish sauna, steam bath,
experience and cooling shower, ice falls
and hydropool. A route to regain energies
and wellbeing, enhanced by the rituals of
Aemotio spa and Aquaveda.
The first one is the finest harmony of
light and water conceived to wrap your
senses and drift your thoughts into a deep
relaxation for a sublime result of emotional
well-being and visible beauty, through algae
leaves bandages, chromotherapic lights and
peelings, while the second ritual combines
the ayurvedic health tradition
with an
innovative massage table where you will
enjoy soaping massages, slimming mud
baths and algae masks.

SPA and TREATMENTS
A light blue and brown background will welcome you in a stylish
and sober atmosphere. Our welcome rituals greet our guests on
their arrival: hands and feet are the body’s parts where reflex
points are mostly concentrated.: they require lavish attention and
are the protagonists of a pleasant escape from reality!
While you sip a cup of herbal tea, experienced hands will
massage your feet’s acupressure points and a therapist will help
you choose the suited ritual for you. Our treatments for face and
body are specially conceived for “Le Village” by the prestigious
cosmetic brands in order to reduce and prevent every beauty flaw
through natural and high-quality products.

... a stylish and elegant atmosphere

... ice falls ...

... sauna ...
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... cervical blade ...

Air, water, earth, fire
the four elements are blending in perfect harmony…

... aemotio Spa ...
... relaxing music ...

Relaxing area
While you sip a herbal infusion recommended by
our therapists, you can relax on soft, comfortable
beds under an old wood and stone portico with
tranquil music and enticing aromas.

... soaping ...

... typical mountain chalet ...

Real MOOD

The Suites
Our well-being philosophy finds
its best expression in these two
rooms. The first one, designed as
an A lpine hut, is conceived as a
double treatment room. It is ideal
for spending an exquisite stay with
a friend or the loved one, pampered
by our experienced team. The second
room, instead, is equipped with a
precious detail: a crystal bath tub for
a refreshing time.

For our signature treatments “Le Village Spa” uses the natural cosme
tics of BLACK SW AN by Barbara Huber laboratories ...

Personalized facial treatment
After a diagnosis of your skin conditions, the
therapist will design the treatment depending
on Your needs.
Facial massage is very intense in order to
increase blood circulation and stimulate facial
muscles.

... crystal tub ...

Lime and cinnamon body
scrub with body massage
The ritual begins with a full body exfoliation
rich in natural ingredients and continues
with a full body massage with essential oils.
Rosemary, lavanda, sweet orange & lemon
will awake your senses. Will be done in our
exclusive Baita Suite or Aquaveda Suite.

-

Magic weather

One of the Alps’ most charming localities, where you
will enjoy a delightful climate and find an oasis of
relax and peace.
Limone cherishes its traditions and has preserved
the characteristic atmosphere of a traditional alpine
village. Thus, it’s atmosphere has nothing to share
with the “soul-less” identity of a mountain resort.
Only if you stay here, you can experience the warm
hospitality of Limone Piemonte!

Limone Piemonte

Grand Palais Excelsior
The Art Nouveau Grand Palais Excelsior is surrounded by a charming
garden for a sophisticated old style stay with all the ultimate comforts
and leisure.
An oasis of peace between past and present where body and soul
are rewarded
Hospitality is our duty and pleasure: as such, the intimate atmosphere
of the Grand Palais Excelsior is arranged with good taste and
elegance down to the smallest details to create the best conditions for
our guests’ stay. Hospitality, helpfulness and kindness: these are the
Grand Palais Excelsior’s staff missions”
Enjoy the wide rooms, the cosy small corners or the buzzing bar of
this hotel-residence where every wish has its value.
You will be wrapped by our welcome and the charming Alpine
environment: you are at “Le Grand Palais Excelsior”.

www.grandexcelsior.com
info@grandexcelsior.com

SPA - swimming pool
& Wellness Center
www.levillagespa.com
info@levillagespa.com

Largo Roma, 9
12015 Limone Piemonte
Tel. 0171.929002 - Fax 0171.426960

